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y at the end: try     Super e:  fîve

ild: wild     ind: mind     ie together: lie     igh: night

Here are two ways long î is often spelled:

There are many other ways to spell long î:

Write the words for each pattern in the boxes. Write the blue words in the blue boxes first.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.
by nine wild high lie bite dive find pile
dry fine mild sigh tied white five mind mile
deny shine child night cried write drive blind smile

Pattern 1

Pattern 8

Pattern 2

Pattern 6

Pattern 3

Pattern 7

Pattern 4 Pattern 5

Pattern 9
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1.  Kids with good manners are  .

2.   and  are homophones.
Circle the one you do with money.

3.  These two words use the same five letters.

   

Circle the one that means the opposite of noisy.

4.  Airplanes fly in the  .

5.  When you answer a question, you  .

6.  Land that has water all around it is an  .

7.  This word rhymes with fine.   

8.  This word is a homophone for I.  

9.  This word is something you think of.  

Write spelling words to complete each sentence or definition. Spelling List

by

sky

reply

white

quite

polite

quiet

buy

idea

eye

sign

island

We do

I do
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 quiet     buy     island     sky     white     idea

1.  Tom lived on an  . It was very 

 there. 

One day, Tom looked up at the clear blue  . 

He had an  . “I will write a letter to my 

friend Mike,” said Tom. “But first, I must  

some pencils and  paper.”

 polite     reply     sign     eyes     quite     by

2.  Tom wrote a long letter. He wrote and wrote until his 

 were tired. When he was finished, he 

made sure to  his name carefully. “I am 

 sure Mike will send a  ,” 

Tom said. “He is very  and always 

answers letters right away. I think he will write back 

 Friday.” 

Choose the correct spelling words from each group to complete the story.

We do

I do
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 some     more     most

3.  The pink cupcake had  frosting.

The yellow cupcake had  frosting.

The blue cupcake had the  frosting.

 little     less     least

4.  Alf’s hot dog had a  mustard. 

Hot Rod’s hot dog had  mustard.

Sal’s hot dog had the  mustard.

Write the pink words to complete the sentences.

1.  good Alec is  at soccer. Cass is  than 

 Lily at baseball. Frits is the  fisherman of all.

2.  bad Icky had a  lunch. Sal had a  lunch 

 than Icky. Alf had the  lunch of all.  

Write the correct adjectives on the lines.

Some adjectives change completely when they compare things.

A plum tastes good. Tac had a bad cold.
Apples taste better than plums. Toc’s cold was worse than Tac’s. 
A peach tastes best of all. Tic had the worst cold of all.

We do

I do
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1.  The  sat in the middle of the sea, 

 far away from my rowboat and me.  

2.  The  tells what’s on sale in this store. 

 things over there, right  the door. 

3.  If you are invited to visit one night, 

please send a  . Be  !

4.  What do I spy with my little  ?

Fluffy  clouds in a bright blue  !

5.  I have an  . Why don’t we try it?

Sit very still and be perfectly  .

We do

I do

Complete each rhyme with words from the spelling list. 

 by sky reply white quite polite
 quiet buy idea eye sign island
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1.  The  sat in the middle of the sea, 

 far away from my rowboat and me.  

2.  The  tells what’s on sale in this store. 

 things over there, right  the door. 

3.  If you are invited to visit one night, 

please send a  . Be  !

4.  What do I spy with my little  ?

Fluffy  clouds in a bright blue  !

5.  I have an  . Why don’t we try it?

Sit very still and be perfectly  .

1.  Which is an example of how persuasion is not always good?   
 The Superkids persuade Cass to run until she gets a home run. 
 Ana persuades Cass not to go to Oswald’s party. 
  Each kid writes a paragraph to persuade the others that his or  
her favorite food is the best.

2.  What important lesson does Cass learn from Ms. Blossom?  
 Not quite telling the truth is lying. 
 Girls should not go to boys’ parties in second grade. 
 It is OK to change your mind about an invitation.

3.  How does Sal feel when his friends give him batting advice?
 He feels mad because they don’t know much about baseball.
 He feels nervous even though he knows they are trying to help.
 He feels upset and thinks about quitting baseball.

4.   Why does Sal write his persuasive paragraph  
very quickly?

  He knows he can do a great job without  
having to work hard.

  He thinks it is a dumb project and wants  
to get it over with.

  He is too discouraged to be enthusiastic  
about writing. 

5.   On page 121, Sal thinks, I can’t do anything right! Have you ever had a day 
when you felt like this? What did you do to feel better?   

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 114–121. Fill in the circle by the 
correct answer for 1–4 and write the answer for 5. Look back at your Reader if you need help.
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Here are two ways long ô is often spelled: 
 oa at the beginning or middle: oak  boat  
 Super e: rôbe 
There are many other ways to spell long ô: 
 o at the end: go       ow: crow       oe: toe

1.  A sick kid will lie in bed and _oan  and  .

2.  I gave the glass vase a _oke  , and it  .

3.  The dog buried a big _one  beside a  .

4.  The _ole  ran out of its  and up the  .

5.  I wear my green _oat  when I sail my  .

6.  I __ote  myself a  to remind myself to  .

7.  A hard rain will _oak  the frogs as they  . 

8.  The _oal  is as black as  .

Complete each sentence with words that rhyme and have similar spellings.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

loan poke cone hole coat note cloak coal
moan broke bone mole boat wrote soak foal
groan joke stone pole goat vote croak goal

We do

I do
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1.  A sick kid will lie in bed and _oan  and  .

2.  I gave the glass vase a _oke  , and it  .

3.  The dog buried a big _one  beside a  .

4.  The _ole  ran out of its  and up the  .

5.  I wear my green _oat  when I sail my  .

6.  I __ote  myself a  to remind myself to  .

7.  A hard rain will _oak  the frogs as they  . 

8.  The _oal  is as black as  .

1.  Another word for sea is  .

2.  If you are hurt, you might moan and  .

3.  the opposite of open    

Write a homophone for this word.   

4.  something you burn in a grill   

5.  two things together    

6.  a word for stitch    

Write a homophone for this word.   

7.  Another word for rock is  .

Write a word with Super e that rhymes.   

8.  If you did your paper again, you  it. 

9.  a noise frogs make    

Write spelling words to complete each sentence or definition. Spelling List

groan

croak

charcoal

zone

stone

rewrote

ocean

both

clothes

close

sew

so

We do

I do
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1.  At the farm, we petted a long-haired 

float     goat

 . 

2.  Please 

open     close

 the door to keep out the cold.

3.  We laughed when my pal told a funny 

joke     smoke

 . 

4.  You can build a fire using 

ocean     charcoal

 .

5.  Did you eat a 

whole     mole

 pizza all by yourself?

6.  Her glasses sat at the end of her 

knows     nose

 .

7.  Six inches of fresh white 

snow     stones

 fell overnight.

8.  Oh, no! My 

toes     elbows

 won’t fit in these slippers.

9.  My paper looked sloppy, so I 

rewrote     retold

 it.

10.  Jo and Joan are 

most     both

 going to the party. 

Circle and write the correct long ô word to complete each sentence. 

We do

I do
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Change these pink adjectives to nouns with the suffix -ness.  
Check the box when you use each word.

  soft       fit       happy       ill

  kind       silly       neat       sad

1.  The man is stuck in bed with an  . 

2.  Alec was so glad he almost burst with  . 

3.  The girl petted the puppy. She loved to feel its  . 

4.  Go to the gym to improve your  . 

5.  Lily’s  went away when Sal offered her Bailey Bear.

6.  The boy showed his  by carrying the
lady’s packages. 

7.  A few jokes and a little  make class fun.

8.  Pick up your room, and amaze your parents with your  . 

The suffix -ness changes an adjective into a noun.

She is not afraid of a dark night.
Darkness does not scare her.

If the adjective ends in y, change the y to i and add -ness.
lazy      laziness

We do

I do
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7 8

9

10

Use these spelling words to complete the crossword puzzle.

Across
 3.   sound you make when you are 

unhappy
 5.  wrote over again
 7.  This can be used to build a fire. 
 9.  a rock
 10.   something you do with a needle  

and thread

Down
1.  opposite of open
2.   a place that is set apart for  

a special reason
4.  two things together
6.  things you wear
7.  noise frogs make
8.  the sea
9.  sounds the same as sew

groan charcoal stone ocean clothes sew
croak zone rewrote both close so
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1.   Which Superkid wrote about a food from  
another country?   

 Icky wrote about pizza. 
 Frits wrote about pretzels. 
 Toc wrote about naan.

2.  Which two foods are both creamy?   
 carrots with ranch dressing, and cannoli 
 cannoli and chocolate-chip cookies 
 carrots with ranch dressing, and peaches

3.  How does Sal follow Ettabetta’s advice while playing baseball?
 He spends extra time practicing his batting.
 He slows down and waits for a good pitch to swing at.
 He runs as fast as he can to second base.

4.   Why won’t Ms. Blossom tell right away which  
food won?

  The kid who wrote about that food will  
bring it in as a surprise.

  The winning food might be something  
most kids do not like.

  Two different foods got the same number  
of votes. 

5.   Look back at the persuasive paragraphs on pages 124–127.  
Which food would you vote for? Why? 

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 124–131. Fill in the circle by the 
correct answer for 1–4 and write the answer for 5. Look back at your Reader if you need help.
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